Fall 2005 Genomics Exam #2 – Answer Key
Genomic Variation and Microarrays

There is no time limit on this test, though I don’t want you to spend too much time on this. There are three pages for this test, including this cover sheet. You are not allowed discuss the test with anyone until all exams are turned in at 11:30 am on Friday November 4. EXAMS ARE DUE AT CLASS TIME ON FRIDAY NOVEMBER 4. You may use a calculator, a computer, but only the web pages that appear in this exam. You are NOT allowed to explore the internet to take this exam. This is a new policy and is required if I am to shorten the length of the exams. You may take it in as many blocks of time as you need to. NOTE: I leave town on November 4 and I want to take the tests with me to grade. Submit your paper and electronic versions before 11:30 am so I can take them with me along with paper versions.

The answers to the questions must be typed in a Word file and emailed to me as an attachment. Be sure to backup your test answers just in case. You will need to capture screen images as a part of your answers which you may do without seeking permission since your test answers will not be in the public domain. Print this test but make sure the screen shots are big enough to be read easily. Remember to explain your thoughts in your own words and use screen shots to support your answers. Screen shots without your words are worth very few points.

THIS IS A CLOSED BOOK EXAM TO HELP SHORTEN THE TEST.

-3 pts if you do not follow this direction.
Please do not write or type your name on any page other than this cover page.
Staple all your pages (INCLUDING THE TEST PAGES) together when finished with the exam.

Name (please print):

Write out the full pledge and sign:

On my honor I have neither given nor received unauthorized information regarding this work, I have followed and will continue to observe all regulations regarding it, and I am unaware of any violation of the Honor Code by others.

How long did this exam take you to complete (excluding typing)
20 pts.

1) Genome Variations question:
“The demonstration of association between common genetic variants and chronic human diseases such as obesity could have profound implications for the prediction, prevention, and treatment of these conditions. Unequivocal proof of such an association, however, requires independent replication of initial positive findings. Recently, three (rs2236418, rs928197, and rs992990) single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within glutamate decarboxylase 2 (GAD2) were found to be associated with class III obesity (body mass index >40 kg/m²). The association was observed among 188 families (612 individuals) segregating the condition, and a case-control study of 575 cases and 646 lean controls….We found no evidence for a relationship between the three GAD2 SNPs and obesity.”


a) Give me the DNA sequences for these 3 mutations. Provide the sequences in a readable screen shot. Copy and pasting the sequence is not acceptable.

rs2236418

```plaintext
>gnl/dbSNP/r2236418/allelePos=256/totalLen=51/txid=9606/snpClass=1/alleles=A/G/mol=Genomic/build=123
CGCCCGCCCT TCCCGCCCT CTGCGCCCGC AGGACCGGG CTGCCAGGGT CCAACCCCTC
ACCTGCCGTC CAGCCTGGCG CTGAGCGCTT CCTGCGCTCC CAGCAATGCC CCAGGCGGGT
TCAGCGTTGT TTTTTGCTCC CGGCGCCGGC TCGCTGACCC CCAGGGGCTT CCGCTTTGCT
GAAAGGTCCT GGGGCTTGGG CGCTCGCCGG GAGTCCGGCC TCCGAGGCC CTTAAGGCTT
CGCCCGCTCC TTTAAT
```

rs928197

```plaintext
>gnl/dbSNP/rs928197/allelePos=256/totalLen=51/txid=9606/snpClass=1/alleles=A/T/mol=Genomic/build=123
ACCTGGGGGC GAAAATGCCT CCAGACTGCT TGCTAAGGAC TTAGCCGTTT GGCAAATCCT
AGATCTTTGC CATTCTTTTA AAAACCTTAC AAGGACAGCA AGCCAGCGGC GCACGGCGCC
TGAGATGCTT TCAGCTTTAT CAGGCTGGAG ACGGAGAGGC CCAGGGGAAA
```

rs992990

```plaintext
>gnl/dbSNP/rs992990/allelePos=201/totalLen=613/txid=9606/snpClass=1/alleles=A/C/mol=Genomic/build=123
TGCAACGGGCT TTTCTGCTCT TTAGGCTCT QAGAGGGGAG GGGGAGAGAC AATCCAAGTC
CAAGTGGTCT GCGCGCTTTG CATCTCTCT TCTAAAAGAA CAATAAGCCCC CCAGCGCTGA
CATACAAACG CAGACCTAGG ACGGCCAGGCA CGCGTTTGGC TCTCCCATCC GCGATTCCAT
CTGGAAGAAC TGCGTTTATC
```
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b) What is the frequency for each SNP? Use a screen shot to show me your data.

- **rs2236418**
  - Average estimated heterozygosity: 0.499
  - Average Allele Frequency:
    - G 0.474
    - A 0.526

- **rs928197**
  - Average estimated heterozygosity: 0.415
  - Average Allele Frequency:
    - T 0.706
    - A 0.294

- **rs992990**
  - Average estimated heterozygosity: 0.471
  - Average Allele Frequency:
    - A 0.380
    - C 0.620

c) Describe any differences of frequency between populations for each of these SNPs? Support your answer with data from this web site.

The main point is to show that an average frequency is a meaningless number once you look at different populations. You can see in this screen shot, different populations have very different frequencies. Therefore human-wide variations mask the distinctions of populations.
d) What evidence is there to validate these 3 SNPs? Use text to support your answer.

Multiple populations and many individuals.

rs2236418
Validated by frequency or genotype data: minor alleles observed in at least two chromosomes.

rs928197
Validated by frequency or genotype data: minor alleles observed in at least two chromosomes.

rs992990
Validated by frequency or genotype data: minor alleles observed in at least two chromosomes.

It is worth noting that not all the submissions for a given SNP were validated. This leaves them open to a small amount of doubt.

e) Do any of these 3 SNPs alter the protein primary structure? Support your answer with data from this web site.

rs2236418 = non-coding portion, but within intron. Different data required to show this.

rs928197 = non-coding portion, but within intron. 

rs992990 = non-coding portion, but within intron.

Altering alternative splicing within an intron is possible, but less likely.

Now go to [http://www.hapmap.org/cgi-perl/gbrowse/gbrowse/hapmap/](http://www.hapmap.org/cgi-perl/gbrowse/gbrowse/hapmap/) and answer two more
questions.
f) Would you expect these 3 SNPs to be in linkage disequilibrium in any population or populations? Support your answer with data from this site.

For 2236418:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td>.817</td>
<td>.183 (Utah Europeans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRI</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.933</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for 928197:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRI</td>
<td>.608</td>
<td>.392 (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If these alleles/SNPs were in LD, then you would expect them to be in similar ratios within a single population. You can see that the Yoruba population does not retain linkage, and thus it does not appear to be in LD. However, the European population does retain similar ratios, so this might be another example of population-specific differences.

g) Find a SNP for which this is no variation. Support your answer with data from this site (even though this question sounds like an oxymoron).

From the first view, it looks like there is no variation. But when you drill down, you see there is about a 2% frequency in the Yoruba population for the minor allele. The simplifying graphic was not sensitive enough to show small percentage.

20 pts.

2) Use the attached Figure 1 PDF file to answer this question. Interpret figure 1 as completely as you can. Interpret the data and tell me what you can deduce about the biology being revealed. Principle components analysis is a way to objectively identify the portions of the data that are responsible for the most amount of inter-sample variation.
Some key points:
Panel a: It is hard to separate bins 0, 1, and 2. Bin 3 almost looks like a mistake was made with 2 of the 4 replicates being exchanged, but we will assume this did not happen. Bin 4 shows the 2 hour effect with repressed genes moving towards ratio of 1. Bins 5 – 9 show the time cascade of different genes being induced during this immune challenge. Bins 0 – 4 plus 9 look indistinguishable for the placebo samples. Not sure why bins 5 – 8 are so different from the other genes for the placebo alone.
Panel b: Principle components show us which variables are most different from each other. Time points 0 and 24 are much like the placebos. Time point 2hrs is the most different from all others, indicating the initial gene response is very different from all subsequent gene responses. Times 4, 6 and 9 are roughly the same, though we see from panel a that different sets of genes (rows) are induced as time progresses. That makes panel a seem contradictory to the principle components analysis. If we believe the PC analysis, then the number and values of induced genes during early time points must be substantially different.

20 pts.
Search for this gene: NFKB1. (Read question #4 too so you will not have to redo any of this question.) Use screen shots to show one microarray example when this human gene was:
   a) Strongly induced in one condition but not another. What were the conditions?
   
   ![Microarray Example](image1.png)
   
   Human Severe Combine Immune Difficient (SCID) vs. wt human T cells. Single channel (Affy) chips, log transformed.
   
   b) Repressed in both conditions. What were the conditions?
   
   Examination of gene expression induced by interferon gamma (IFNg), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) and interleukin 4 (IL4) inflammatory cytokines on primary dermal endothelial cells. Dual channel arrays, log transformed.
c) Strongly repressed in only one condition. What were the conditions?
Examination of gene expression induced by interferon gamma (IFNg), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) and interleukin 4 (IL4) inflammatory cytokines on primary dermal endothelial cells. Dual channel, log transformed.

d) What are the meanings of the red and the blue symbols? Explain your answer in terms a Bio111 student could understand.
Red = log2 transformed signal after normalization (single channel) or ratios (dual channels).
Normalization allows you to compare genes across different arrays.
Blue = percentage of signal for this gene compared to the microarray as a whole.

e) What is the value to knowing the answer to part d above?
You want to make sure your spot is not in the bottom percentage for the blue dot. If it is, then the ratio for dual channel chips is not reliable.

20 pts.
4) Read all the parts to this question before you begin.
a) Use your answer to question 3 above that had a fold change the furthest from 1. Tell me which condition you chose, and supply me with a screen shot of the one you have chosen.
I chose because my answer to part a was not a ratio, but a raw number. Note the Y axis in part a.

b) Tell me the fold change for your chosen gene and the experimental conditions.
1.29 fold repressed, which is not very much. I converted log2 to fold repression.

Examination of gene expression induced by interferon gamma (IFNg), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) and interleukin 4 (IL4) inflammatory cytokines on primary dermal endothelial cells. Dual channel, log transformed.

c) Convert the fold change to a ratio of two numbers that is consistent with your data.

\[
\frac{1000}{1290}
\]

d) If control is green and experimental is red, what color spot would you see on the microarray, assuming this is not an Affy chip? To answer this question, you must draw the circle and color in the spot here

More green than red, but a mixture.

e) Draw an arrow on this color scale to indicate the color you’d choose for your example’s ratio:

20 pts.

5) Use http://db.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/expression/expressionConnection.pl to answer the following questions concerning this list of yeast genes: Rad26, Rad51, Rad52, Rad54, Rad55, Rad57, and Rad59.
a) Are these genes transcribed in a coordinated fashion when exposed to environmental stresses? Support your answer with data from this web site only.

No, they are not well coordinated. You can tell this easily by looking at the correlation coefficient. They are below 50% or below 80%.

However, if you look at subsets of conditions, you can see some coordination:
For example, the stationary phase seems to induce several of them in a coordinated fashion, and this is reproducible.
But other experiments are not as reproducible and thus the overall correlation coefficient is not a meaningful evaluation since it hides a coordination at stationary phase and uses the lack of reproducibility to evaluate overall co-regulation.

b) Are these genes transcribed in a coordinated fashion when the genome ploidy is altered? Support your answer with data from this website only. There is even less co-regulation with different ploidy.
c) Use data on this web site only to support the claim that the expression profiles for these 7 genes under the two conditions above (parts a and b) accurately represents independent gene regulation and not either of two common microarray artifacts. Name each artifact then show and describe data that demonstrate each artifact is not in play for these 7 genes.

One artifact is isozyme binding and since they are not co-regulated they must not be cross-reacting to inappropriate spots.

Another artifact is aneuploidy. From their ORF names, we can see that only the last 3 are on the same chromosome, and fairly near each other. However, they are not co-regulated either, so this does not seem to be a major factor in this analysis.

d) One artifact cannot be argued away with these genes. What artifact is this and what information do you need in order to evaluate its presence or absence?

We do not know how much signal there was for each spot and since spots with low signal can have widely different ratios, this artifact requires pixel values to determine whether low signal played a roll in appearing to be not co-regulated.